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the app’s icon and name are pretty generic,
but the actual features are pretty unique.
contextedit comes with a clean, no-nonsense
interface that makes it easy to create, modify,
or delete context menu entries. it does have a
few issues, however, such as a lack of options
when it comes to managing multiple items,
and not all of the menu entries can be
removed. contextedit has a pretty standard
set of features for a context menu editor,
including the ability to add, edit, and delete
context menu entries. contextedit also lets
you choose menu types, which makes it easy
to manage all menu entries under one context
menu. contextedit is a simple and easy to use
context menu editor that can be used to
modify your windows system's context menus.
this tool is easy to use, and it also contains a
wide variety of features such as the ability to
add, edit, and delete context menu entries.
this program can be used to modify almost
any kind of context menu, but, it's not as
flexible as some of the other programs we've
tested. contextedit is a simple and easy to use
context menu editor that can be used to
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modify your windows system's context menus.
it's available in two versions: free and trial,
and the free version is completely free. the
program is easy to use, and it also contains a
wide variety of features such as the ability to
add, edit, and delete context menu entries.
the trial version is only available for a short
period of time, and it has limited features.
contextedit is an easy to use context menu
editor that lets you modify your windows
system's context menus. it's available in two
versions: free and trial, and the free version is
completely free. the program is easy to use,
and it also contains a wide variety of features
such as the ability to add, edit, and delete
context menu entries. the trial version is only
available for a short period of time, and it has
limited features.
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ContextEdit

customize the context menus of all files on
your pc with contextedit. you can remove the
items you don't want to appear, add custom

actions or even create new items.{ez_ad_units
.push([[250,250],'windowschimp_com-large-le
aderboard-2','ezslot_5',156,'0','0'])};__ez_fad_
position('div-gpt-ad-windowschimp_com-large-

leaderboard-2-0'); the software is meant for
those users who like to customise and tailor

their windows explorer context menu. you can
easily add/remove program names from the
context menu.contextedit also allows you to

include all files or only files with an associated
program. by doing this, you can include files
without an associated program or files with

the associated program. all software that you
can find on our servers, including contextedit,
is either freeware, shareware or open-source,
some of the software packages are demo, trial

or patch versions and if possible (public
domain licence), we also host official full

versions of software. at first glance, the user
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interface may look a bit old and clunky, but it
gets the job done. since contextedit lets you
manage context menu items based on file

type and extension, you need to select the file
type or extension each and every time.

presently gregory a. wolking was release os &
utilities app for windows 10 (windows). and
now, this app updated to the latest version.

before you read the contextedit similar
software reviews, please feel free to get an

attention of this application details
information. this contextedit is a complex and
powerful contextual menu editor for windows.
you can easily create and edit a context menu
or shell menu for any file. the interface is very
clean and intuitive, so you can easily create a
new command or context menu item. it also

has a powerful dialog for editing the command
parameters. the list of extensions (or file

types) can be filtered based on file extensions,
so you can easily find the file types of interest.

you can also create a new command or
context menu item based on the selected file.
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